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Abstract. The classical limit of the scaled elliptic algebraA~;�(bsl2)is investigated. The limiting
Lie algebra is described in two equivalent ways: as a central extension of the algebra of generalized
automorphic sl2 valued functions on a strip and as an extended algebra of decreasing automorphic sl2

valued functions on the real line. A bialgebra structure and an infinite-dimensional representation in

the Fock space are studied. The classical limit of elliptic algebraAq;p(bsl2) is also briefly presented.
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1. Introduction

The elliptic algebraAq;p(bsl2) has been introduced in the paper [FIJKMY]. Its
definition was induced mostly by the bosonization formulas for massive integrable
field theories, proposed in [L]. Then it was shown in [JKM] that within the frame-
work of the representation theory of the algebraA~;�(bsl2), which is a scaling limit
of the algebraAq;p(bsl2), one can obtain integral representations for the correlation
functions in theXXZ-model in massless regime.

The structure of the algebraA~;�(bsl2) is rather unusual. For its precise definition
one should introduce a continuous family of generators being Fourier harmonics
of the Gauss coordinates of theL-operator. The elements of the algebra are formal
integrals over the generators with certain conditions on analyticity and on asymp-
totics of the coefficients. Next, both algebrasAq;p(bsl2) andA~;�(bsl2) are not Hopf
algebras but form a Hopf family of algebras (see Section 4) and even at levelc = 0
when these algebras become usual Hopf algebras, they do not have the structure
of a double which can be reconstructed either in the Yangian limit� ! 0 from
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206 S. KHOROSHKIN ET AL.

A~;�(bsl2) or in the quantum affine limit(p ! 0) of Aq;p(bsl2). We are interested
in corresponding properties of the limiting (with respect toA~;�(bsl2)) classical
algebraa�(bsl2) which we consider in details. We observe also the elliptic case and
the rational degeneration of Lie algebraa�(bsl2).

The limiting algebraa�(bsl2) can be described in two ways. First, it can be
realized as a central extension of the algebra of automorphic sl2-valued generalized
functions on a strip. The cocycle is given by an integral of a form which includes
derivatives over the period (over the elliptic nome in case ofap(bsl2)) instead of
derivatives over spectral parameter. These algebras are isomorphic for different
strips. In contrast to [RS] and [U], there are natural isotropic subalgebras only in
the limit � ! 0 (p ! 0 in case ofap(bsl2)). Nevertheless, atc = 0 we have Lie
bialgebra which includes according to Sokhotsky formulas the usual currents on
the line (on the circle in case ofap(bsl2)).

On the other hand, we can describe the Lie algebraa�(bsl2) in terms of Fourier
harmonics of the generating functions fora�(bsl2). This language is a variant of
the usual description of a current algebra in terms of Fourier modes for the case
of vanishing at infinity currents on the real line. The structural constants of the
algebrasap(bsl2) or a�(bsl2) become standard (do not depend onp or �) in terms of
Fourier components of the generating functions, but the cobracket has a nontrivial
form.

We would like to emphasize the ideology for the description of the algebra
a�(bsl2) which we keep throughout the paper. The algebraa�(bsl2) cannot be
described in terms of a discrete basis like Taylor coefficients of the analytical
functions. In order to define an analog of a basis we are forced to use the lan-
guage of Fourier harmonics on an open line. Since we continuously get in this
way many generators we should specify which integrals over them belong to the
algebra. Equivalently, we fix a region for a spectral parameter where the generat-
ing functions are meromorphic. In representation theory it means that their matrix
coefficients remain meromorphic in this region. Then we define an analytical con-
tinuation of the generating functions to larger domains of the spectral parameter.
For the definition of this analytical continuation, as well as for the definition of the
central extension, we need the language of a generalized function on a strip. Our
construction of the algebraa�(bsl2) includes essentially all this stuff.

The ideology has been borrowed from [KLP] and the main motivation of writing
this paper was to clarify this ideology. We also present an example of an infinite-
dimensional representation of the algebraa�(bsl2) in the Fock space. One can
see that this representation requires a description which differs from the usual
construction of the integrable representations ofcsl2.
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2. The Lie algebraa���(bsl2) of the generalized automorphic functions on a
strip

2.1. THE ALGEBRA a
0
�(bsl2) AND ITS CENTRAL EXTENSION

Let e; f; h be standard generators of Lie algebrasl2:

[h; e] = 2e; [h; f ] = �2f; [e; f ] = h;

and� = 1=� 2 R be a positive real parameter. Consider the meromorphicsl2-valued
functions ofz 2 C with the period 2i=� which satisfy the following asymptotical
and automorphic conditions:

(ι) e(z) = �e(z + i=�); f(z) = �f(z + i=�); h(z) = h(z + i=�);

(ιι) je(x+ iy)j <
x!�1

C e���jxj;

jf(x+ iy)j <
x!�1

C e���jxj; jh(x+ iy)j <
x!�1

C:

One can verify that the functions

e(z) = e

cthn��(z � a)

sh��(z � a)
; n > 0; a 2 C ; (2.1)

f(z) = f 

cthn��(z � b)

sh��(z � b)
; n > 0; b 2 C ; (2.2)

h(z) = h
 cthn��(z � c); n > 0; c 2 C (2.3)

satisfy the conditions(ι) and(ιι) and their finite linear combinations form a Lie
algebra denoted by~a0

�(bsl2).
The algebra~a0

�(bsl2) can be described by means of the generating functions
depending on the generating parameteru:

~e�(u) = e

i��

sh��(z � u)
; ~h�(u) = h
 i�� cth��(z � u);

~f�(u) = f 

i��

sh��(z � u)
;

(2.4)

which satisfy the commutation relations

[~h�(u1); ~e�(u2)]

= 2i�� cth��(u1 � u2)~e�(u2)�
2i��

sh��(u1 � u2)
~e�(u1); (2.5)
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208 S. KHOROSHKIN ET AL.

[~h�(u1); ~f�(u2)]

= �2i�� cth��(u1 � u2) ~f�(u2) +
2i��

sh��(u1 � u2)
~f�(u1); (2.6)

[~e�(u1); ~f�(u2)] =
i��

sh��(u1 � u2)

�
~h�(u1)� ~h�(u2)

�
: (2.7)

The Lie algebras~a0
�(bsl2) are isomorphic for different (finite) values of parameter

�. An isomorphism

T�;�0 :~a
0
�(bsl2)! ~a0

�0(bsl2) (2.8)

comes from the gauge transformation

a(u)! �a(�u): (2.9)

In terms of generating functions (2.4) the isomorphism (2.8) looks as follows:

~e�0(u) =
�0

�
~e�

�
�0

�
u

�
; ~h�0(u) =

�0

�
~h�

�
�0

�
u

�
;

~f�0(u) =
�0

�
~f�

�
�0

�
u

�
:

(2.10)

Let�+ � C be a strip�1=� < Im z < 0. In the sequel we need an interpretation
of the elements of the algebra~a0

�(bsl2) as of the generalizedsl2-valued function on
the strip�+. This description reads as follows. LetK be the space of basic functions
s(z) analytical in a strip�+, continuous in the closure�

+
of �+ and decreasing

in the closed strip�
+

faster than some exponential function:

js(x+ iy)j <
x!�1

C e��jxj; � > 0:

We treat sl2-valued functions (2.1)–(2.3) as sl2-valued functionals on the space
K and denote them bye+(z); h+(z); f+(z). A pairing (a+; s) 2 sl2, a 2 ~a0

�(bsl2),
s 2 K is defined asZ 1

�1
dxa(x)s(x): (2.11)

Let us denote the described space of generalized functions asa
0
�(bsl2). It inherits

the structure of Lie algebra~a0
�(bsl2). As before, we compose the distributions into

generating functions which we now denote bye+(u); h+(u), andf+(u):

e+(u) = e

i��

sh��(z � u)
; h+(u) = h
 i�� cth��(z � u);

f+(u) = f 

i��

sh��(z � u)
:

(2.12)
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An index+ now reminds us that the contour of integration in the pairing (2.11) lies
above the poleu. For a fixedu 2 �+ these generating functions are distributions
from the spacea0

�(bsl2).
The algebraa0

�(bsl2) is a Lie bialgebra. The cobracket� is given by the relations

�(e+(u)) = h+(u) ^ e+(u);

�(f+(u)) = f+(u) ^ h+(u);

�(h+(u)) = 2e+(u) ^ f+(u):

(2.13)

The algebraa0
�(bsl2) possesses an invariant scalar producth; i:

he+(u1); f+(u2)i =
��2(u1 � u2)

sh��(u1 � u2)
; hh+(u1); h+(u2)i

= 2��2(u1 � u2) cth��(u1 � u2): (2.14)

Note that this scalar product differs from the one used in [RS]. We will specify
below the subalgebras ofa0

�(bsl2) which become isotropic in the rational limit
� ! 0.

The Lie algebraa0
�(bsl2) of generalized automorphicsl2-valued functions on the

strip admits a central extension. It can be defined by a ‘strange’ cocycle

B(x
 '(z); y 
  (z))

=
�2

4�

Z
@�

dz
�

d (z)
d�

'(z)�  (z)
d'(z)

d�

�
hx; yi; (2.15)

whereh ; i is the Killing form,x; y 2 sl2. The integration in (2.15) goes anticlock-
wise along the boundary@� of the strip� which consists of the real axis and of
the line Imz = �1=�. The commutation relations of the extended algebraa�(bsl2)
are (u = u1 � u2)

[h+(u1); e+(u2)] = 2i�� cth(��u)e+(u2)�
2i��

sh��u
e+(u1);

[h+(u1); f+(u2)] = �2i�� cth(��u)f+(u2) +
2i��

sh��u
f+(u1);

[e+(u1); f+(u2)] =
i��

sh��u
(h+(u1)� h+(u2))

+ic��2
�
��u ch��u

sh2 ��u
�

1
sh��u

�
;

[h+(u1); h+(u2)] = 2ic��2
�

��u

sh2��u
� cth��u

�
: (2.16)
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210 S. KHOROSHKIN ET AL.

Unfortunately, we do not know how to extend the Lie coalgebra structure (2.13)
from the algebraa0

�(bsl2) to its central extensiona�(bsl2). We return to this point
later in Section 4.

The isomorphism (2.8) induced by the gauge transformation (2.9) has a natural
prolongation to the central extended algebraa�(bsl2). It preserves the pairing (2.14)
and multiply the cobracket�: a0

�(bsl2)! a
0
�(bsl2)! a

0
�(bsl2) by a factor�=�0. So

we have actually the unique algebraic structure realized in different spaces of
distributions.

2.2. ANALYTICAL CONTINUATION AND SOKHOTSKY ’S FORMULAS

For a periodic function (over variablez) of the type

a(u) = e

i��

sh��(z � u)
or a(u) = h
 i�� cth��(z � u) or

a(u) = f 

i��

sh��(z � u)
;

let us denote bya�(u) the distribution whose value on a basic functions(z) 2 K
is given by the integralZ

�
dza(z)s(z);

where the contour� is a line parallel to the real line such that the poleu is the first
pole ofa(z) located above the contour�. Then foru 2 �� = f0 < Im z < 1=�g
we have by definition

e�(u) = �e+(u� i=�); h�(u) = h+(u� i=�);

f�(u) = �f+(u� i=�):
(2.17)

The distributions (over the variablez) e�(u), f�(u) andh�(u) admit analytical
continuations over the parameteru. For instance, the analytical continuation of
e�(u); f�(u) and ofh�(u) to the region of parameteru 2 �+ are the distributions
of the typea�(z) defined as

(a�; s) =

Z �i=�+1

�i=��1
dza(z)s(z):

Due to the relations (2.17) this analytical continuation preserves the structure of
Lie algebra. The analytical continuation of the commutation relations (2.16) yields:

[e�(u1); f�(u2)]

=
i��

sh��(u1 � u2)

�
h�(u1)� h�(u2)

�
+B(e�(u1); f�(u2)) � c;
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[h�(u1); h�(u2)] = B(h�(u1); h�(u2)) � c;

[h�(u1); e�(u2)] = 2i�� cth��(u1 � u2)e�(u2)�
2i��

sh��(u1 � u2)
e�(u1);

[h�(u1); f�(u2)] = �2i�� cth��(u1 � u2)f�(u2) +
2i��

sh��(u1 � u2)
f�(u1);

[e�(u1); f�(u2)]

=
i��

sh��(u1 � u2)

�
h�(u1)� h�(u2)

�
+B(e�(u1); f�(u2)) � c;

[h�(u1); h�(u2)] = B(h�(u1); h�(u2)) � c;

[h�(u1); e�(u2)] = 2i�� cth��(u1 � u2)e�(u2)�
2i��

sh��(u1 � u2)
e�(u1);

[h�(u1); f�(u2)] = �2i�� cth��(u1 � u2)f�(u2)

+
2i��

sh��(u1 � u2)
f�(u1); (2.18)

where(u = u1 � u2)

B(e�(u1); f�(u2)) = i��2
�
��u ch��u

sh2��u
�

1
sh��u

�
;

B(e�(u1); f�(u2)) = i��2
�
��(u� i=�) ch��u

sh2 ��u
�

1
sh��u

�
;

B(h�(u1); h�(u2)) = 2i��2
�

��u

sh2 ��u
� cth��u

�
;

B(h�(u1); h�(u2)) = 2i��2
�
��(u� i=�)

sh2��u
� cth��u

�
:

The pairing (2.14) also admits an analytical continuation:

he�(u1); f�(u2)i =
��2(u1 � u2 � i=�)

sh��(u1 � u2)
;

hh�(u1); h�(u2)i = 2��2(u1 � u2 � i=�) cth��(u1 � u2): (2.19)
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212 S. KHOROSHKIN ET AL.

The definition of the distributionse�(u), f�(u), h�(u) gives possibility to
apply Sokhotsky’s formulas. They can be written as follows:

e(u) = e+(u)� e�(u); f(u) = f+(u)� f�(u);

h(u) = h+(u)� h�(u); (2.20)

where

e(u) = 2�e
 �(u); f(u) = 2�f 
 �(u);

h(u) = 2�h
 �(u): (2.21)

On the other hand, we also have the relations

e�(u) =
i�

2

Z
��

dz
e(z)

sh��(z � u)
;

f�(u) =
i�

2

Z
��

dz
f(z)

sh��(z � u)
;

h�(u) =
i�

2

Z
��

dzh(z) cth��(z � u); (2.22)

where the contour�+ is a line parallel to the real axis and lying above the pointu
and�� is also a line parallel to the real axis but the pointu is above it.

The relations (2.20)–(2.22) show that the algebra of formal sl2-valued currents
on the line is embedded into the analytical continuation of the Lie algebraa�(bsl2):

[h(u); e(v)] = 2�(u� v)e(v);

[h(u); f(v)] = �2�(u� v)f(v);

[e(u); f(v)] = �(u � v)h(v) + c � �0(u� v);

[h(u); h(v)] = 2c � �0(u� v): (2.23)

3. The Lie algebraa���(bsl2) in terms of Fourier harmonics

Let ê�; f̂� andf̂�, � 2 R be the symbols satisfying the following relations

[ĥ�; ê�] = 2ê�+�;

[ĥ�; f̂�] = �2f̂�+�;

[ê�; f̂�] = ĥ�+� + c � ��(�+ �);
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[ĥ�; ĥ�] = 2c � ��(� + �): (3.1)

Let a� be a vector space which consists of the expressions of the type

Z 1

�1
d�

ê�g(�)

1+ e�=�
;

Z 1

�1
d�

f̂�g
0(�)

1+ e�=�
;

Z 1

�1
� d�

ĥ�g
00(�)

1� e�=�
; (3.2)

whereg(�), g0(�), g00(�) are quasi-polynomials

g(�) =
X
j

Pj(�)e
i�uj ; g0(�) =

X
j

Qj(�)e
i�uj ;

g00(�) =
X
j

Rj(�)ei�uj ;
(3.3)

uj 2 �+ andPj(�),Qj(�),Rj(�) are polynomials.
We state that the brackets (3.1) define a Lie algebra structure on the spacea�

which is isomorphic toa�(bsl2).
The isomorphism can be established in the following way. We realize the sym-

bols ê�, f̂� andĥ� as the following functionals on the spaceK of basic functions
s(z):

(ê�; f(z)) = e


Z 1

�1
dzs(z)e�i�z; (3.4)

(f̂�; f(z)) = f 


Z 1

�1
dzs(z)e�i�z; (3.5)

(ĥ�; f(z)) = h


Z 1

�1
dzs(z)e�i�z: (3.6)

Then the expressions (3.2) are in one-to-one correspondence with distributions
from a�(bsl2) defined by the functions (2.1)–(2.3). Since both brackets (2.5)–(2.7)
and (3.1) forc = 0 are pointwise brackets of sl2-valued functions, they coincide for
c = 0. One can easily check that the cocycles in (2.16) and in (3.1) also coincide.

In the language of Fourier harmonics we can define a natural extension of the
algebraa�(bsl2). This extension consists of the following expressionsZ 1

�1
d�ê�~g(�);

Z 1

�1
d�f̂�~g

0(�);

Z 1

�1
� d�ĥ�~g

00(�); (3.7)

where these functions satisfy the following conditions:

~g(�)and~g0(�) are analytical in the strip� �� < Im(�) < ��;

~g00(�) is analytical in the strip� 2�� < Im � < 2��;
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except the point� = 0 where the function~g00(�) has a simple pole. Besides,
the functions~g(�), ~g0(�), ~g00(�) should decrease faster than some exponent when
Re�! �1:

~g(�) < Ce��jRe�j; ~g0(�) < Ce��jRe�j; ~g00(�) < Ce�jRe�j

for some�; �;  > 0.
This extended algebra is well-defined and the arguments are the same as in

[KLP]. We do not reserve any special notation for the extended algebra. It plays
the same role asa�(bsl2).

All the structures of the Lie algebraa�(bsl2) can be reformulated in the language
of Fourier harmonics. The invariant scalar product (2.14) now looks standard:

hê�; f̂�i = �(�+ �); hĥ�; ĥ�i = 2�(�+ �) (3.8)

and the cobracket for level 0 algebraa
0
�(bsl2) is:

�ê� = �
1
2

Z 1

�1
� d� ĥ� ^ ê���

�
cth�=2� + th(�� �)=2�

�
;

�f̂� = �
1
2

Z 1

�1
� d� f̂��� ^ ĥ�

�
cth�=2� + th (�� �)=2�

�
;

�ĥ� = �

Z 1

�1
� d� ê� ^ f̂���

�
th�=2� + th(�� �)=2�

�
: (3.9)

The generating functionse�(u); f�(u) andh�(u) are treated now as generating
integrals for̂e�; f̂�; ĥ�. As follows from (3.4)–(3.6) and from (2.12),

e�(u) = �

Z 1

�1
d�ei�u

ê�
1+ e��=�

;

f�(u) = �

Z 1

�1
d�ei�u

f̂�
1+ e��=�

;

h�(u) = �

Z 1

�1
� d�ei�u

ĥ�
1� e��=�

: (3.10)

and the currentse(u), f(u) andh(u) are total Fourier images of̂e�, f̂�, ĥ�:

e(u) =

Z 1

�1
d�ê� ei�u; f(u) =

Z 1

�1
d�f̂� ei�u;

h(u) =

Z 1

�1
d�ĥ� ei�u: (3.11)
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4. The representation theory

As we already mentioned in the Introduction, the matrix elements of the gener-
ating functionsh+(u), e+(u), f+(u) become the meromorphic functions in the
representations of the algebraa�(bsl2). Let us define representations of this algebra
using the description given by (3.7). Assign to each element defined by (3.7), for
example,

R1
�1 d�g(�)ê�, the operator-valued function:

~e(u) =

Z 1

�1
d�g(�)ê� ei�u:

We will say that a representation of the algebraa�(bsl2) is well-defined if the
operator-valued function~e(u) becomes a meromorphic function in the variable
u 2 C in some neighbourhood of zero.

4.1. REPRESENTATION OF THE ALGEBRAa�;c(bsl2) AT THE LEVEL 1

The goal of this subsection is to construct an infinite-dimensional representation of
the algebraa�;c(bsl2) at levelc = 1. For a description of this representation we need
a definition of the Fock space generated by a continuous family of free bosons. We
borrow this definition from [KLP].

Let a�, � 2 R, � 6= 0 be free bosons which satisfy the commutation relations

[a�; a�] = a(�) �(+�); a(�) =
�

2
:

We define a (right) Fock spaceHa(�) as follows.Ha(�) is generated as a vector
space by the expressionsZ 0

�1
f1(�1)a�1 d�1 : : :

Z 0

�1
fn(�n)a�n d�njvaci;

where the functionsfi(�) satisfy the condition

fi(�) < Ce��; �! �1;

for � > 0 andfi(�) are analytical functions in a neighbourhood ofR+ except
� = 0, where they have a simple pole.

The left Fock spaceH�
a(�) is generated by the expressions

hvacj
Z +1

0
g1(�1)a�1 d�1 : : :

Z +1

0
gn(�n)a�n d�n;

where the functionsgi(�) satisfy the conditions

gi(�) < C e���; �! +1;
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andgi(t) are analytical functions in a neighbourhood ofR� except� = 0, where
they also have a simple pole.

The pairing(; ) : H�
a(�) 
 Ha(�) ! C is uniquely defined by the following

prescriptions:

(i) (hvacj; jvac) = 1,

(ii) (hvacj
R +1

0 d�g(�)a�;
R 0
�1 d�f(�)a�jvaci) =

R
~C

d� ln(��)
2�i g(�)f(��)a(�),

(iii) the Wick theorem

and contour~C shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

Let the vacuumshvacj andjvaci satisfy the conditions

a�jvac= 0; � > 0; hvacja� = 0; � < 0;

andf(�) be a function analytical in some neighbourhood of the real line with
possible simple pole at� = 0 and which has the following asymptotical behaviour:

f(�) < e��jtj; �! �1

for some� > 0. Then, by definition, an operator

F = :exp
�Z +1

�1
d�f(�)a�

�
:

acts on the right Fock spaceHa(�) as follows.F = F�F+, where

F� = exp

 Z 0

�1
d�f(�)a�

!
and

F+ = lim
�!0

��f(�)a�exp
�Z 1

�
d�f(�)a�

�
:

An action of operatorF on the left Fock spaceH�
a(�) is defined via another

decompositionF = ~F� ~F+, where

~F+ = exp
�Z +1

0
d�f(�)a�

�
and

~F� = lim
�!0

��f(��)a�� exp
�Z ��

�1
d�f(�)a�

�
:
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These definitions imply that the above-defined-actions of the operator

F = :exp
�Z +1

�1
d�f(�)a�

�
:

on the Fock spacesHa(�) andH�
a(�) are adjoint and the product of normally ordered

operators satisfy the property [JKM]

:exp
�Z 1

�1
d�g1(�) a�

�
: � :exp

�Z 1

�1
d�g2(�) a�

�
:

= exp
�Z

~C

d� ln(��)
2�i

a(�)g1(�)g2(��)

�

� :exp
�Z 1

�1
d�(g1(�) + g2(�))a�

�
:: (4.1)

PROPOSITION.The generating functions(4.2)satisfy the commutation relations
(2.18)and define a highest weight, level1 representation of the algebraa�;c(bsl2).

e�(u) =
i� e

2

Z
��

dz
sh��(z � u)

:exp
�Z 1

�1
d�ei�z

2a�
�

�
:;

f�(u) =
i� e

2

Z
��

dz
sh��(z � u)

:exp
�
�

Z 1

�1
d�ei�z

2a�
�

�
:; (4.2)

h�(u) = �

Z 1

�1
� d�ei�u

2a�
1� e��=�

:

The contours�� in (4.2) are the same as in (2.22) and is Euler constant. The
action of the total currentse(u), f(u) andh(u) has a simple form

e(u) = e :exp
�Z 1

�1
d�ei�u

2a�
�

�
:;

f(u) = e :exp
�
�

Z 1

�1
d�ei�u

2a�
�

�
:;

h(u) = 2
Z 1

�1
d�a� ei�u:

5. The algebraA~~~ ,��� (bsl2) and its classical limit

5.1. THE DEFINITION OFA~;�(bsl2)
The algebraA~;�(bsl2) is a scaling limit of the elliptic algebraAq;p(bsl2) [FIJKMY]
atp; q ! 1. This algebra has been investigated in [KLP].A~;�(bsl2) is generated by
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the central elementc and by certain integrals over Fourier harmonicsê�; f̂�; ĥ� for
c = 0 andê�; f̂�; t̂� for c 6= 0 (see [KLP]) of the matrix elements of theL-operator
L+(u; �) or its analytical continuationL�(u; �):

L�(u; �) = �zL
+(u� i(1=� + ~c=2); �)�z : (5.1)

OperatorL+(u; �) satisfies the relations

R+(u1 � u2; �
0)L+1 (u1; �)L

+
2 (u2; �)

= L+2 (u2; �)L
+
1 (u1; �)R

+(u1 � u2; �); (5.2)

q-detL(u; �) = 1;

where

�0 =
�

1+ �c~
; c~ > 0:

The last inequality means that in the representations the central elementc is equal
to some numberc such that~c > 0. TheR-matrix in (5.2) reads as

R+(u; �) = �+(u)R(u; �); R(u; �) = %(u; �)R(u; �);

R(u; �) =

0BBBBB@
1 0 0 0

0 b(u; �) c(u; �) 0

0 c(u; �) b(u; �) 0

0 0 0 1

1CCCCCA ;

%(u; �) =
�(~�)�(1+ i�u)

�(~� + i�u)

1Y
p=1

Rp(u; �)Rp(i~� u; �)

Rp(0; �)Rp(i~; �)
;

Rp(u; �) =
�(2p~� + i�u)�(1+ 2p~� + i�u)

�((2p+ 1)~� + i�u)�(1+ (2p� 1)~� + i�u)
;

b(u; �) =
sh��u

sh��(u� i~)
;

c(u; �) =
�shi��~

sh��(u� i~)
; �+(u) = cth

�
�u

2~

�
(5.3)

and the quantum determinant is

q-detL(z; �) = L11(z � i~; �)L22(z; �) � L12(z � i~; �)L21(z; �): (5.4)
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Relations betweenL+(u) andL�(u) can be obtained by means of the analytical
continuations of the relations (5.2).

In terms of the coordinates of the Gauss decomposition

L+(u) =

 
1 f+(u)

0 1

! 
(k+(u+ i~))�1 0

0 k+(u)

! 
1 0

e+(u) 1

!
; (5.5)

the relations (5.2) read as follows (u = u1 � u2):

e+(u1)f+(u2)� f+(u2)e+(u1) =
shi��0~
sh��0u

h+(u1)�
shi��~
sh��u

~h+(u2);

sh��(u+ i~)h+(u1)e+(u2)� sh��(u� i~)e+(u2)h+(u1)

= sh(i��~)fh+(u1); e+(u1)g;

sh��0(u� i~)h+(u1)f+(u2)� sh��0(u+ i~)f+(u2)h+(u1)

= �sh(i��0~)fh+(u1); f+(u1)g;

sh��(u+ i~)e+(u1)e+(u2)� sh��(u� i~)e+(u2)e+(u1)

= sh(i��~)(e+(u1)
2 + e+(u2)

2);

sh��0(u� i~)f+(u1)f+(u2)� sh��0(u+ i~)f+(u2)f+(u1)

= �sh(i��0~)(f+(u1)
2 + f+(u2)

2);

sh��(u+ i~)sh��0(u� i~)h+(u1)h+(u2)

= h+(u2)h+(u1)sh��0(u+ i~)sh��(u� i~); (5.6)

where

h+(u) = k+(u)
�1k+(u+ i~)�1;

~h+(u) = k+(u+ i~)�1k+(u)
�1 =

�

�0
sin ��0~
sin ��~

h+(u):

The commutation relations (5.6) should be treated as the relations for the generating
integralse+(u), f+(u), h+(u) of elementŝe�, f̂�, ĥ�.

The commutation relations for the operatorL�(u) entries can be obtained from
(5.6) by analytical continuation as was done in case of commutation relations
(2.18).
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The Hopf structure onA~;1=�(bsl2) is defined in the following sense. Consider
the family of the algebrasA~;1=�(bsl2) with fixed~0 and variable� = 1=�. Then the
operations

�c = c1 + c2 = c
 1+ 1
 c;

�L+ij(u; �) =
2X

k=1

L+kj(u+ ic2~=2; �)
 L+ik(u� ic1~=2; � + ~c1) (5.7)

define a map

A~;1=�(bsl2)! A~;1=�(bsl2)
A~;1=(�+~c1)(bsl2); (5.8)

which is coassociative and is compatible with the commutation relations (5.2). The
coproduct in terms of the generating functionsh+(u), e+(u), f+(u) is given in
[KLP].

5.2. CLASSICAL LIMIT (~! 0) OF THE ALGEBRAA~;�(bsl2)
LetL�(u; �) = 1+ ~L�(u; �) + o(~2). It is easy to calculate that

R(u; �) = 1+ ~r0(u; �) + ~(i�� cth��u)id
 id + ~
2r1(u; �) + o(~2);

R(u; �0) = 1+ ~r0(u; �) + ~(i�� cth��u)id
 id + ~
2r01(u; �) + o(~2);

%(u; �0)

%(u; �)
= 1+ ~

2%0(u; �) + o(~2);

where

r0(u; �) = �i��

0BBBBB@
cth��u 0 0

0 0 (sh��u)�1 0

0 (sh��u)�1 0 0

0 0 0 cth��u

1CCCCCA (5.9)

is a trigonometric solution to the classical Yang–Baxter equations,

r1(u; �) � r01(u; �)

= i��2

0BBBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0

0 cth��u� ��u
sh2��u

��u ch��u
sh2��u

� 1
sh��u 0

0 ��u ch��u
sh2��u

� 1
sh��u cth��u� ��u

sh2 ��u
0

0 0 0 0

1CCCCCCCCCA
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and

%0(u; �) =
i��2

2

 
cth��u�

��u

sh2��u

!
:

This expression can be found from the integral representation of the factor%(u; �).
We now obtain from (5.2) the relation

[L+1 (u1);L
+
2 (u2)] = [L+1 (u1) + L+2 (u2); r0(u1 � u2; �)]

+(r1(u1 � u2; �)� r01(u1 � u2; �))c

�%0(u1 � u2; �)c � id
 id: (5.10)

These commutation relations can be found without calculation of the expansion
of the ratio of scalar factors%(u; �0)=%(u; �). The role of the factor%0(u; �) is
to transform the matrix in front of the central element to a traceless matrix. This
condition fixes the factor%0(u; �) uniquely. Using the freedom

r0(u; �)! ~r0(u; �) = r0(u; �) + �(u) � id
 id;

let us make the newr-matrix ~r0(u; �) traceless. Then the commutation relations
(5.10) can be written in the form

[L+1 (u1);L
+
2 (u2)] = [L+1 (u1) + L+2 (u2); ~r0(u1 � u2; �)] + �2d~r0(u1 � u2; �)

d�
:

We will use this observation in the last section calculating the classical limit of the
quantum elliptic algebraAq;p(bsl2).

Lete�(u), f�(u) andh�(u) be formal integrals of the symbolŝe�, f̂�, ĥ� given
by the formulas (3.10) with the spectral parameter being a complex numberu 2 C .
By direct verification, we can check that if the complex numberu is inside the strip
�+, then elementse+(u), f+(u),h+(u) belong toa�(bsl2). If the complex numberu
is inside the strip��, then the elementse�(u), f�(u),h�(u) also belong toa�(bsl2).
Thus we can treat the integralse�(u), f�(u), h�(u) as generating functions of
the elements of the algebraa�(bsl2), analytical in the strips��. We can state the
following:

PROPOSITION.The commutation relations(5.10) for the Gauss coordinates of
theL-operatorL+(u; �)

L+(u; �) =

 
h+(u)=2 f+(u)

e+(u) �h+(u)=2

!

are isomorphic to the commutation relations(2.16)and the generating functions
e+(u), f+(u), h+(u) satisfy these commutation relations ifê�, f̂�, ĥ� satisfy the
relations(3.1).
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In order to prove this proposition we should use the Fourier transform calcula-
tions and fix in (5.10) either Imu1hIm u2 or Im u1iIm u2.

We conclude that the algebraa�(bsl2) is a classical limit of the algebraA~;�(bsl2).
Simple calculations show that forc = 0 the cobracket ona�(bsl2) defined by the
usual prescription

�(x) = lim
~!0

�(x)��0(x)

~
(5.11)

coincides with cobracket (2.13).
For c 6= 0 there is no reason to define an object like (5.11) since we have no

ways of identifying the tensor components in the image of�. Nevertheless, if we
follow the standard prescription (5.11) we get the following map:

�(e+(u)) = h+(u) ^ e+(u) + c ^

�
1
2i

de+(u)
du

� �2de+(u)
d�

�
;

�(f+(u)) = f+(u) ^ h+(u) + c ^

�
1
2i

df+(u)
du

� �2df+(u)
d�

�
;

�(h+(u)) = 2e+(u) ^ f+(u) + c ^

�
1
2i

dh+(u)
du

� �2dh+(u)
d�

� (5.12)

which can be also rewritten in Fourier harmonics as follows:

�ê� = �
1
2

Z 1

�1
� d� ĥ� ^ ê��� (cth�=2� + th (�� �)=2�)

+
�

2
th
�
�

2�

�
ê� ^ c;

�f̂� = �
1
2

Z 1

�1
� d� f̂��� ^ ĥ� (cth�=2� + th(�� �)=2�)

+
�

2
th
�
�

2�

�
f̂� ^ c;

�ĥ� = �

Z 1

�1
� d� ê� ^ f̂��� (th�=2� + th (�� �)=2�)

+
�

2
cth
�
�

2�

�
ĥ� ^ c:

(5.13)

6. The rational degeneration

The affine algebras with a bialgebra structure usually appear as classical doubles
and thus are factorized into a sum of isotropic subalgebras. It is not true for the
algebraa0

�(bsl2). Nevertheless, as follows from the definition of the elements of the
algebraa�(bsl2) (3.2) and the generating functions (3.10), each substrip of the strips
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�� defines a subalgebra of the algebraa�(bsl2). It is clear from (3.2) that in terms of
Fourier components, these subalgebras are distinguished by different asymptotics
of the functionsg(�), g0(�), g00(�) at � ! �1. Let us consider the substrips
~�� � ��

~�+ =

�
�

1
2�

< Imu < 0
�
; ~�� =

�
0< Imu <

1
2�

�
(6.1)

and restrict the generating functionse+(u), f+(u), h+(u) onto ~�+ ande�(u),
f�(u), h�(u) onto ~�� respectively. Let us denote corresponding subalgebras of
a�(bsl2) asa+� (bsl2) anda

�
� (bsl2):

Figure 2.

Then in the limit� ! +0 these subalgebras become isotropic subalgebras of
the loop algebrabsl2, the generating functions of these subalgebras will be defined in
lower and upper half-planes and their expressions turns into the Laplace transform
via formal generators (see Figure 2).

In this limit the familyA~;�(bsl2) turns into the central extended Yangian doubledDY (sl2) [K, IK] defined in contrast to [K, IK] by means ofL-operatorsL�(u)
which are analytical in lower and upper half-planes respectively and generated by
the continuous family of formal generatorsê�, f̂�, ĥ� which are formal Fourier
harmonics of the elements of theL-operatorsL�(u) [KLP1]. The Lie algebra
a�(bsl2) turns at this limit into the central extension of sl2-valued rational functions
vanishing at1; subalgebrasa+� (bsl2) anda

�
� (bsl2) turn into subalgebras of rational

functions analytical in lower and upper half-planes respectively.
The elements of the algebraa0(bsl2) can be identified withsl2-valued distributions

e

P (z)

Q(z)
; f 


P 0(z)

Q0(z)
; h


P 00(z)

Q00(z)
; (6.2)

whereP (z), etc., are polynomials such that degP (z) < degQ(z), degP 0(z) <
degQ0(z) and degP 00(z) < degQ00(z). Subalgebrasa+0 (bsl2) anda

�
0 (
bsl2) are dis-

tinguished by the contours in pairing the distributions (6.2) and the elements of
the space of the basic functions on the complex plane analytical in the lower and
the upper half-planes respectively and vanishing at infinity. For the elements of
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the subalgebraa+0 (bsl2), this contour is parallel to the real axis and lies above all
zeros of the polynomialsQ(z),Q0(z) andQ00(z) and vice versa for the subalgebra
a
�
0 (
bsl2).

The central extention of the algebraa+0 (bsl2) is defined by the standard cocycle
and the commutation relations between the generating functions of the elements of
the algebraa+0;c(bsl2) and can be formally obtained from the commutation relations
(2.18) at the limit� ! +0:

[e�(u1); f�(u2)] =
i

u1 � u2
(h�(u1)� h�(u2));

[h�(u1); h�(u2)] = 0;

[h�(u1); e�(u2)] =
2i

u1 � u2
(e�(u2)� e�(u1));

[h�(u1); f�(u2)] =
�2i

u1 � u2
(f�(u2)� f�(u1));

[e�(u1); f�(u2)] =
i

u1 � u2
(h�(u1)� h�(u2))�

1
(u1 � u2)2

� c;

[h�(u1); h�(u2)] = �
2

(u1 � u2)2
� c;

[h�(u1); e�(u2)] =
2i

u1 � u2
(e�(u2)� e�(u1));

[h�(u1); f�(u2)] =
�2i

u1 � u2
(f�(u2)� f�(u1)):

Subalgebrasa�0 (bsl2) become isotropic and there is a nontrivial pairing between
these subalgebras:

he+(u1); f�(u2)i =
i

u1 � u2
; hh+(u1); h�(u2)i =

2i
u1 � u2

:

The algebraa0(bsl2) is a bialgebra with the cobracket:

�(e�(u)) = �h�(u) ^ e�(u)�i
de�(u)

du
^ c;

�(f�(u)) = �f�(u) ^ h�(u)�i
df�(u)

du
^ c;

�(h�(u)) = �2e�(u) ^ f�(u)�i
dh�(u)

du
^ c;
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The representation (3.10) in the form of Fourier integrals becomes the Laplace
transform (this can be visualized in Figure 1)

e�(u) = �

Z 1

0
d�e�i�uê���(�); f�(u) = �

Z 1

0
d�e�i�uf̂���(�);

h�(u) = �

Z 1

0
d�e�i�uĥ���(�);

so the formal generatorŝe�, f̂�, ĥ� at � 6 0 form the subalgebraa+0 (bsl2) andê�,
f̂�, ĥ� at� > 0 the subalgebraa�0 (bsl2). The map (5.13) now becomes a cobracket

�ê� = �

Z �

0
d� [�(�)� �(� � �)]ĥ� ^ ê��� +

�

2
sgn(�)ê� ^ c;

�f̂� = �

Z �

0
d� [�(�)� �(� � �)]f̂��� ^ ĥ� +

�

2
sgn(�)f̂� ^ c;

�ĥ� = �2
Z �

0
d� [�(�)� �(� � �)]ê� ^ f̂��� +

�

2
sgn(�)ĥ� ^ c;

where�(�) is the step function

�(�) =

8>><>>:
1; � > 0
1
2; � = 0

0; � < 0

and defines a Lie bialgebra structure ona0(bsl2) at arbitrary central elementc. This
bialgebra is a classical double of one of subalgebrasa

�
0 (
bsl2).

7. The Lie algebraap(bsl2)

The structure of the Lie bialgebraa�(bsl2)(at level 0) from Sections 1 and 2 can
be automatically generalized to the elliptic case. Using the Lie algebra of double
periodic automorphic functions which take values insl2 [RS], one can construct
on the half-parallelogram of the periods� (0;2K; iK 0;2K + iK 0) the Lie algebra
of sl2-valued generalized functionsa0

p(p = e�i� = e��K
0=K). Let us introduce the

generating functions��a (u) of the elements of the algebraa0
p(bsl2):

�+a (u) = �a 
 !a(z � u); ��a (u) = �+a (u�K 0); a = 1;2;3; (7.1)

where�a are the standard Pauli matrices

�1 =

 
0 1

1 0

!
; �2 =

 
0 �i

i 0

!
; �3 =

 
1 0

0 �1

!
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and functions!a(u) are ratios of elliptic Jacobi functions of modulusk [BE]:

!1(u) =
1

sn(u; k)
; !2(u) =

dn(u; k)
sn(u; k)

; !3(u) =
cn(u; k)
sn(u; k)

:

Because of the addition theorem for elliptic functions

!a(u� v)!c(v)� !b(u� v)!c(u) = !a(u)!b(v) (7.2)

the generating functions��a (u) satisfy the commutation relations:

[��a (u1); �
�
b (u2)] = 2

�
i!a(u1 � u2)�

�
c (u2)� i!b(u1 � u2)�

�
c (u1)

�
;

[��a (u1); �
�
b (u2)] = 2

�
i!a(u1 � u2)�

�
c (u2)� i!b(u1 � u2)�

�
c (u1)

�
; (7.3)

wherea; b; c are cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3. The cobracket

��a(u) = �b(u) ^ �c(u) (7.4)

defines ona0
p(bsl2) a Lie bialgebra structure.

In analogy with the trigonometric case the algebraa
0
p(bsl2) admits a central

extension given by the two-cocycle:

B(x
 '(z); y 
  (z)) =
1

2K

Z
@�

dz
2�i

�
d (z)

d�
'(z)�  (z)

d'(z)
d�

�
hx; yi;

where@� is the boundary of the period’s half-parallelogram(0;2K; iK 0;2K +
iK 0). The cocycle property is a consequence of the addition theorem (7.2). The
values of the cocycle on the generating functions are

B(��a (u1); �
�
b (u2)) =

�a;b
K

d!a(u1 � u2)

d�
; (7.5)

the values of the cocycle for the other combinations of generating functions one can
find by applying the automorphic conditions (7.1) to (7.5). The central extended
Lie algebraap(bsl2) is defined in terms of generating functions subjected to the
commutation relations (7.3) together with the relations (7.6) instead of trivial ones.

[��a (u1); �
�
a (u2)] = c � B(��a (u1); �

�
a (u2));

[��a (u1); �
�
a (u2)] = c � B(��a (u1); �

�
a (u2)): (7.6)

It should be mentioned that in terms of Fourier harmonics

�+1 (u) =
i�

K

X
` odd

�`1
p`

p` � 1
e2�i`u;
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�+2 (u) =
i�

K

X
` odd

�`2
p`

p` + 1
e2�i`u;

�+3 (u) =
i�

K

X
` even

�`3
p`

p` + 1
e2�i`u;

the commutation relations (7.3), (7.6) become the relations for the generators of
central extended loop algebracsl2:

[�ka ; �
`
b] = 2i"abc�

k+`
c + c � B(�ka ; �

`
b) (7.7)

with the standard cocycle

B(�ka ; �
`
b) = k�a;b�k;�`:

But, as well as in the trigonometric case, it is not sufficient to write down the
relations (7.7) for the description of the Lie algebraap(bsl2). One should specify the
elements ofap(bsl2) to be a series of the formal generators�ka with coefficients of the
type (3.2) and (3.3), which appear after Fourier decomposition of the generalized
functions from the spaceap(bsl2). In terms of Fourier harmonics, the cobracket (7.4)
is given by the relations

�(�k1) =
X
i;j

i+j=k

pk � 1
(pi + 1)(pj + 1)

�i2 ^ �
j
3;

�(�k2) =
X
i;j

i+j=k

pk + 1
(pi + 1)(pj � 1)

�i3 ^ �
j
1;

�(�k3) =
X
i;j

i+j=k

pk + 1
(pi � 1)(pj + 1)

�i1 ^ �
j
2:

The central extended algebraap(bsl2) can be written inr-matrix formalism. Let

r(u) =
3X

a=1

!a(u)�a 
 �a (7.8)

be an elliptic solution of the classical Yang–Baxter equation and

L+(u) =

 
�+3 (u) �+1 (u)� i�+2 (u)

�+1 (u) + i�+2 (u) ��+3 (u)

!
;
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where�+a (u) satisfy the commutation relations (7.3) and (7.6). Ther-matrix (7.8)
is traceless and the commutation relations (7.8) and (7.6) can be written in the
following form:

[L+1 (u1);L
+
2 (u2)] = [L+1 (u1) + L+2 (u2); r(u1 � u2)] +

1
K

dr(u1 � u2)

d�
� c: (7.9)

This representation allows us to demonstrate that the Lie algebraap(bsl2) is a
classical limit of the quantum elliptic algebraAq;p(bsl2) [FIJKMY]. Indeed, in the
‘RLL’ formalism, the algebraAq;p(bsl2) is defined by the relations

R(v; ~; ~� )L+1 (u1)L
+
2 (u2) = L+2 (u2)L

+
1 (u1)R(v; ~; ~��); (7.10)

where~ is a deformation parameter andR(v; ~; ~� ) is the Baxter ellipticR-matrix
[B]

�(v)

0BBBBB@
a(v) 0 0 d(v)

0 b(v) c(v) 0

0 c(v) b(v) 0

d(v) 0 0 a(v)

1CCCCCA :

The normalization factor�(v) provides the crossing symmetry and unitarity con-
ditions and

a(v; ~; ~� ) = sn(~+ iv); b(v; ~; ~� ) = sn(iv);

c(v; ~; ~� ) = sn(~); d(v; ~; ~� ) = ~k sn(~)sn(iv)sn(~+ iv): (7.11)

In (7.11) sn(x) = sn(x; ~k) is Jacobi’s elliptic function of modulus~k. The modular
parameter~� = i ~K 0= ~K is defined by the half-periods~K and ~K 0 and related to~k in
the standard way. In (7.10)~�� is the following expression:

~�� = ~� + �~c; (7.12)

wherec is the central element andC -number� depends on the half-period~K and
modulus~k.

To obtain the commutation relations (7.9) from (7.10) first we have to use the
Landen transform

k0 =
1� ~k

1+ ~k
; � =

~(1+ ~k)

2
; u = i(1+ ~k)v

applied to the matrix elements of theR-matrix and then the imaginary Jacobi
transform which connect the elliptic functions of argumentiu and supplementary
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modulusk0 with those of argumentu and modulusk (see details in [B]). The
R-matrix in this new parametrization reads:

R(u; �; �) = ~�(u)

"
1+

3X
a=1

Wa(u)�a 
 �a

#
;

where

W1 =
sn(�; k)

sn(u+�; k)
; W2 =

sn(�; k)dn(u+�; k)
sn(u+�; k)dn(�; k)

;

W3 =
sn(�; k) cn(u+�; k)
sn(u+�; k) cn(�; k)

and had been used by E. Sklyanin in [Sk]. Since Landen transform do not affect
much the modular parameter� the prescription of the central extension (7.12) will
be the same:�� = � + �c=K.

After all the transformations, the classical limit of the quantum relations (7.10)
means that� ! 0. In this limit L+(u) = 1 + � L+(u) + o(�2), R(u; �; �) =�
1+ �r(u; �) + �2r1(u; �) + o(�3)

�
, R(u; �; ��) = [1 + �r(u; �) + �2~r1(u; �)+

o(�3)] and

~r1(u; �) � r1(u; �) =
c

K

dr(u; �)
d�

so (7.9) appears as the first nontrivial coefficient of the Taylor expansion of (7.10)
with respect to�. Since the classicalr-matrix is traceless, the scalar factor~�(u)
does not contribute towards the calculation of (7.9) (compare with Subsection 4.2).
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